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The quarterly economic accounts are an integral part of the system of national accounts, 
comprising a coherent set of transactions, accounts and balancing items. They form a consistent 
set of indicators that are rapidly available and provide an overall picture of recent economic acti­
vity. The quarterly accounts thus supply the basis for cyclical analysis of the economy. 
The purpose of this publication is to provide a picture of trends in the economic cycle of 
the European Union as a whole, the Member States and its major trading partners. This picture is 
set in the international economic context and provides an overview of the short-term trends of the 
main economic indicators. The data are taken from the quarterly national accounts of each 
Member State that compiles such accounts and are harmonised so that the various economic 
situations can in fact be compared. 
Every three months there is a special report on one particular aspect of the accounts, 
and certain aspects or topics that mera further analysis are highlighted. 
It is Eurostat's hope that with this publication it can provide a more comprehensive 
response to the growing demand from users for quarterly national accounts data, with data rela­
ting to the main aggregates in the national accounts presented in a clear and organised manner. 
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General economie situation 
Eurostat's estimates1 concerning the third quarter of 
1999 show that the GDP growth accelerated in the 
euro­zone2 (EUR­11) as well as in the European Union 
as a whole (EU­15), both reaching 0.9%, as against 
0.5% and 0.6% respectively in the previous quarter. 
These results are explained mainly by the growth in 
exports (+1.0 and +1.1 of the GDP variation in the 
euro­zone and the EU­15, respectively) whose effect 
was only partially offset by the rise in imports (­0.6 and 
­0.7 of the GDP variation, respectively). The other 
components of the domestic demand contributed in a 
positive way to the GDP growth, in particular the house­
holds' final consumption expenditure (+0.4 of the GDP 
variation in the zone euro and the EU­15) and the gross 
fixed capital formation (+0.3 of the GDP variation for 
both). 
Among the main economic partners of the European 
Union, the economy of the United States strongly acce­
lerated, recording a growth of +1.4% vs. +0.5% in the 
previous quarter. A similar growth path was recorded in 
Canada (+1.2% against +0.8%), Australia (+1.6% 
against +0.1%) and Switzerland (+0.7% against 
+0.4%). Conversely, the Japanese GDP dropped 
(­1.0% against +1.0%). The G7 pace remained stable at 
+0.6%. 
Compared with the third quarter of 1998, the GDP of the 
euro­zone and EU­15 increased by 2.2%; the United 
States recorded a 4.3% rise. Japan displayed a 1.0% 
growth. 
During the third quarter of 1999, most EU Member 
States recorded an acceleration of the GDP growth: 
Austria (+1.7%), Belgium (+1.2%), France (+1.0%), 
Italy (+0.9%), Sweden (+0.9%), the United Kingdom 
(+0.8%), Denmark (+0.8%), the Netherlands (+0.8%), 
and Germany (+0.7%). Spain remained stable (+1.1%), 
while Finland was the only Member State recording a 
slowdown (+0.7%). 
Figure 1.1: Economic growth of the EUR-11, EU-15 and the economic partners, third quarter 1999, 




Methodological note: data for the EUR­11 and the EU­15 are calculated according to a statistical framework which is coherent and consistent at 
the same time, using as indicators the data of the Member States compiling quarterly accounts. Aggregates for EUR­11 and EU­15 were 
produced using the seasonally adjusted data of the Member States. For Germany, the seasonally adjusted data of the Bundesbank were used, 
as they are processed using the X11­ARIMA method. This choise ensures a greater coherence of the data, being this method of seasonal 
adjustment in force in the majority of the EU countries. 
The euro­zone consists of the following countries: Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Austria, Portugal and Finland. 
1 
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Figure 1.2: GDP of the EUR-11, the EU-15 and the Member States, quartely growth rates T/T-1, 
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Figure 1.3: GDP of the EUR-11, the EU-15 and the economic partners, quàrterlygrowth rates T/T-1, 

































































































































































































































































Introduction Quarterly accounts — Third quarter 1999 
Graph 1.1: Gross domestic product, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, third quarter 1999, 
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Graph 2.2: Gross domestic product, differences with respect to the EU-15, average of the last 
four quarterly growth rates, constant prices 1995 
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Graph 2.3: Gross domestic product, quarterly growth rates T/T-4, constant prices 1995 
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2.1 Final consumption expenditure of 
households and NPISH's 
During the third quarter of 1999, the households' final 
consumption expenditure was more dynamic than in the 
previous quarter in the euro­zone and the EU­15 
(+0.7% for both). With regard to the main economic 
partners of the EU­15, it accelerated in Canada 
(+1.2%), Australia (+1.3%), as well as Switzerland 
(+1.2%); it remained stable in the United States 
(+1.2%), while dropped in Japan (­0.3%). It displayed a 
slow down in the G7 (+0.7%). 
With regard to the EU Member States, during the third 
quarter of 1999 the households' final consumption 
expenditure recorded a recovery in Belgium (+1.1%), 
Denmark (+0.8%) and Germany (+0.6%). It accelerated 
in Sweden (+1.7%), Austria (+1.0%), Finland (+0.8%), 
France (+0.7%) and Italy (+0.4%), whilst slowed down 


















Final consumption expenditure, of 
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Graph 2.6: Final consumption expenditure of households and NPISH's, 
quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
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Graph 2.8: Final consumption expenditure of households and NPISH's/ 
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Graph 2.9: Final consumption expenditure of households and NPISH's of the EU-15 
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Graph 2.10: Final consumption expenditure of households and NPISH's of the EUR-11, the EU-15 and 
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2.2. Government final consumption 
expenditure 
During the third quarter of 1999, the Government final 
consumption expenditure recorded a recovery in the 
euro­zone (+0.5%), while accelerating in the European 
Union (+0.5%). With regard to the main partners of the 
EL), the FCEG accelerated in the United States 
(+1.2%), and showed a recovery in Japan (+0.9%). In 
Canada it slowed down (+0.2%), while Australia's 
growth rate became negative (­0.3%). It remained 
stable in Switzerland (+0.2%). A recovery was recorded 
for the G7 (+0.8%). 
Amongst the EU Member States, the growth of the 
Government final consumption expenditure accelerated 
in the Netherlands (+0.9%), Austria (+0.7%), Denmark 
(+0.6%) and Sweden (+0.5%). A recovery was recorded 
in Germany (+0.6%). The pace of the FCEG slowed 
down in Belgium (+0.8%), the United Kingdom (+0.7%), 
Finland (+0.5%), Italy (+0.4%) and France (+0.3%). It 
went into the negative in Spain (­0.2%). 
Table 2.3: Government final consumption expenditure, 































































Graph 2.11: Government final consumption expenditure, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
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Graph 2.12: Government final consumption expenditürOr quarterly growth rates T/T-4, 
constant prices 1995 
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2.3. Gross capital formation 
Gross fixed capital formation accelerated during the 
third quarter of 1999 in the euro­zone and the EU­15, 
compared to the previous quarter (+1.5% and +1.4%, 
respectively). The United States recorded a similar 
situation (+1.5%). Investments displayed a strong 
resumption in Australia and Switzerland (+5.9% and 
+2.9%, respectively); conversely they recorded an 
important slow down in Canada (+0.5%) and dropped in 
Japan (­4.3%). 
The dynamics of the gross fixed capital formation was 
quite varied in the European Union: Austria (+3.4%), 
Sweden (+2.4%), Belgium (+2.1%) and Italy (+1.5%) 
showed a quite significant acceleration; while the 
Netherlands (+2.5%), Germany (+0.8%) and Denmark 
(+0.2%) recorded a recovery. The growth of investment 
kept stable in France (+1.6%), and slowed down in 
Spain (+2.5%), Finland (+0.7%) as well as the United 
Kingdom (+0.1%). 
Table 2.4: Gross fixed capital formation, quarterly 





































































































































Changes in inventories, percentage of GDP, 
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Changes in inventories decreased in terms of percen­
tage of GDP, compared to the previous quarter, in the 
euro­zone and the EU­15 (+0.5% and 0.4% of GDP, 
respectively), whilst increasing in the United States 
(+0.8%) and Switzerland (+1.6%). They decreased in 
Canada (+0.0%) as well as in Australia (+2.0%), and 
kept stable in Japan (+0.3%) and at G7 level (+0.5%). 
Among the EU Member States, weaker slowdowns of 
changes in inventories, as a percentage of GDP, were 
recorded in Belgium and Denmark. In Spain they slightly 
increased. A decrease was observed in Germany, 
France, Italy, Finland and the United Kingdom. 
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Graph 2.14: Gross fixed capital formation of the EU-15 and the Member States, 
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Graph 2.18: Gross fixed capital formation, quarterly growth rates T/T-4, constant prices 1995 
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Table 2.6: Gross:fixed capital formation breakdown: Products of agriculture, forestry and fisheries and metal products 
and machinery, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
Products of agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
1998 1999 
Metal products and machinery 
1998 1999 
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Table 2.7: Gross fixed capital formation breakdown: Transport equipment and housing, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
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Table 2.8: Gross fixed capital formation breakdown: Other constructions and other products, quarterly growth rates 
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2.4. External balance 
The trade surplus in the euro­zone and the EU­15, as a 
percentage of GDP, increased during the third quarter 
of 1999, compared to the previous quarter (+1.8% and 
+1.1% of GDP, respectively). This increase was due to 
the acceleration in export growth (+3.0% and +3.2%, 
respectively) whose effect was only partially cancelled 
out by the acceleration in imports (+1.9% and +2.3%, 
respectively). 
Concerning the EU main partners, the trade deficit of 
the United States continued increasing (­4.0% of GDP), 
because of the acceleration in exports (+2.8%) less 
important than in imports (+3.5%). On the other hand, 
the commercial surplus increased in Japan (+2.5% of 
GDP) and Canada (+2.8% of GDP). The trade deficit 
increased in Australia (­3.7% of GDP), while the Swit­
zerland reduced its surplus (+2.3% of GDP). The G7 
external balance remained negative (­0.6% of GDP). 
Among the EU Member States, the trade surplus, as a 
percentage of GDP, increased in Finland (+12.3%), 
France (+2.9%), Italy (+2.1%) and Germany (+1.4%). It 
decreased in Sweden (+7.4%), Belgium (+4.3%) and 
Denmark (+2.8%). On the other hand, the trade deficit 
worsened in Spain (­2.0%) and Austria (­0.8%), while 
slightly reducing in the United Kingdom (­4.0%) 
Table 2.9: External balance, percentage of GDP, 
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Table 2.11 : Imports, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 
1998 1999 
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Graph 2.20: Imports, quarterly growth rates Τ r i v i , constant prices 1995 
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Graph 2.21: EUR­11 and EU­15, exports and imports, quarterly growth rates T/T­1, external balance, 
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Graph 2.23: United States and Japan, exports and imports, quarteriy growth rates T/T-1, external 
balance, percentage of GDP, constants prices 1995 
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Graph 2.26: Exports and imports of the ÉÜR-11, the EU-15 and the economic partners, 
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2.5. Domestic Demand 
The growth of the domestic demand in the euro­zone 
and the European Union accelerated during the third 
quarter of 1999, compared to the previous quarter 
(+0.6%, vs. +0.4% for both). 
With regard to the economic partners of the EU, the 
growth of the domestic demand clearly accelerated in 
the United States (+1.6%), as well as in Australia 
(+2.0%). It strongly slowed down in Canada (+0.2%), 
and went into the negative in Japan (­1.3%). In 
Switzerland the domestic demand showed a recovery 
(+2.1%). It slowed down in the G7 (+0.4%). 
Among the Member States of the EU, the domestic 
demand accelerated in Belgium (+1.9%), the 
Netherlands (+1.6%), Sweden (+1.6%), the United 
Kingdom (+0.5%), as well as in Germany (+0.3). It 
showed a recovery in Austria and Denmark (+1.7% and 
+1.1%, respectively). On the other hand, the domestic 
demand slowed down in Spain (+1.3%) and France 
(+0.3%), and dropped in Italy and Finland (­0.2% and 
­1.1%, respectively). 
Graph 2.27: Domestic demand and components, 
quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
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3. Gross domestic product by industry 
eurostat 
During the third quarter of 1999 the growth of agricul­
ture's value added at basic prices continued to record a 
negative pace in Belgium (­8.2%) and dropped in 
Denmark (­15.4%). It remained stable in Germany 
(+0.9%) and Italy (+0.4%), whilst slowed down in Spain 
(+0.4%). Conversely, it recovered in France (+0.5%) 
and Finland (+0.5%); it accelerated in Austria (+0.6%) 
and stagnated in the United Kingdom (+0.0%). 
With regard to the industry value added, acceleration of 
the growth pace was noticed in Austria (+3.0%), Italy 
(+1.9%), Spain (+1.8%) and the United Kingdom 
(+1.2%). It remained stable in Belgium (+1.9%), France 
(+1.1%) and Germany (+0.5%). The value added of 
industry slowed down in Denmark (+0.5%) and Finland 
(+0.6%). 
Table 3.1: Value added breakdown: Agriculture, hunting and fishering and industry, including energy, quarterly 
growth rates, constant prices 1995(1) 
Agriculture, hunting and fishering 
1998 1999 
Industry, including energy 
1998 1999 
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The rhythm of growth of the value added of the cons­
truction industry slowed down in Italy (+1.5%), Belgium 
(+1.4%), Austria (+1.2%) and France (+0.3%). It kept 
negative in Denmark (­0.6%) and Germany (­0.2%); it 
became negative in Finland (­0.3%). On the other hand, 
an acceleration was noticed in Spain (+2.4%) and the 
United Kingdom (+0.6%). 
The value added of the commercial distribution and 
transport industry increased in Belgium (+2.6%), Spain 
(+1.5%), Austria (+1.3%) and Italy (+1.1 %). It showed a 
recovery in Denmark (+5.5%) as well as Germany 
(+1.3%). It remained stable in France (+1.1%) and the 
United Kingdom (+1.0%). A slowdown was observed in 
Finland (+0.6%). 
Table 3.2: Value added breakdown: Construction and trade, transport and communication services quarterly growth 
rates, constant prices 1995 <1) 
Construction 
1998 1999 
Trade, transport and communication services 
1998 1999 
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Value added of the financial services industry grew with 
a slower pace in Finland (+1.2%), Denmark (+0.8%), 
United Kingdom (+0.5%) and Belgium (+0.3%). A reco­
very was observed in Austria (+2.5), as well as an acce­
leration in France (+0.7%). The value added of the 
financial services industry remained stable in Germany 
(+1.0%), Spain (+0.7%) and Italy (+0.4%). 
Finally, the growth of value added in the industry inclu­
ding the other economic activities recorded a slowdown 
in Belgium (+0.7%) and Finland (+0.2%); it went into the 
negative in Spain (-0.1 %) and it remained stable in Italy 
and Austria (+0.0% and +0.6%). A recovery was noticed 
in Denmark (+1.9%), as well as in Germany (+0.3%). An 
acceleration was observed in France (+0.4%) and the 
United Kingdom (+0.4%). 


















































































































































4. Gross domestic product by category of income and distribution of 
income 
"'--. 
quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
current prices 1995 
EUR-11 
140 -
. 130 - NA 
·■: 420 -
110 i 
1997 1998 1999 
EU-15 





1997 1998 1999 ; 




















Q3 C 4 Q1 Q2 Q3 
20607.4 20547.1 20425.7 21210.0 21696.9 
12022.5 12382.2 11767.1 12357.0 12497.5 
178 066.0 180604.1 179 320.3 179 141.3 179 908.3 
52 538.1 53116.3 53 089.1 54 426.0 55 467.3 
47 283.9 48 028.3 47 748.9 48 924.4 49 632.2 
119 747.1 118 397.1 120 382.7 119 370.4 121229.3 








100619.1 95 687.5 95 823.1 103 340.4 104 318.9 
Table 4.2: Compensation of employees and wages and salaries, Mio euro, current prices 
1998 
Compensation of employees 
1999 1998 
Wages and salaries 
1999 

























28666.9 28906.7 29 492.7 29486.2 29599.9; 21106.5 21289.8 21709.4 21763.4 21853.7 
21114.6 21651.4 21996.2 22136.9 22330A 19758.4 20 264.1 20 597.9 20727.8 20 899.9 
255 374.8 258 216.8 259 296.6 261239.5 261965.5; 204 759.9 207 244.8 208 070.2 209 757.5 210 391.5 
65 733.4 67 074.7 68 383.3 69 095.0 70 439.8; : : : : : 
168320.7 171058.5 172713.9 174344.6 175764.3 121926.3 123695.9 124786.1 126020.3 127092.4 
108718.0 110124.8 110156.6 111084.2 111788.1 77 913.0 78 965.2 78 821.7 79 523.2 80 005.9 
24 779.2 25 216.9 25 548.3 25 902.0 26 254.8; 19 648.8 19 969.0 20 226.2 20 519.0 20 746.0 
13989.3 14 349.1 14 315.1 14 835.4 14 975.3; 
172868.4 168855.6 176 353.2 186403.8 188681.51 149931.9 146496.1 
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Table 4.3: Gross national income and disposable income 1, Mio euro, current prices 
1998 







Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 
_ _ _ 1 
















56 625.4 56 867.5 57 338.2 58 151.1 58 962.4| 56 091.0 56 323.5 56 900.4 57 687.6 58 500.0 
38 746.5 39 231.7 39 514.5 40 163.0 40 310.0; 38 329.6 38 317.8 38 867.3 39 315.5 39 622.1 
479616.8 484 162.2 485 972.7 488 718.3 488 109.9' 474 558.4 478 552.0 481345.5 483 830.4 483 257.7 
326 359.7 330 884.3 332 340.2 335 563.3 338 993.9: 324 405.4 328 364.4 329 298.3 
263 398.0 264 542.9 269 453.4 267 866.7 271 372. Q 261499.0 263 045.2 268 446.9 266 347.5 269 585.9 
46715.4 47206.1 47 346.0 47 587.6 47902.8; 46457.9 46 928.4 47121.8 47312.9 47 514.7 
28233.7 28 917.8 28 927.3 29 617.2 29 813.2; 







1962164.5 1896947.8 2019009.9 2160041.8 2 213 092.71 1 258 154.3 1219267.1 1297 482.3 
803162.4 889 552.8 967 245.8 994 165.5 1054 500.3·: 
: : : : :| : : : 
Table 4.4: Savings and net lending/borrowing, Mio euro, current prices 
Savings 
1998 1999 1998 
Net lending/borrowing 
1999 





















14021.0 13715.9 13888.6 14441.1 14848.9| 2299.6 2 535.5 3091.7 
8349.4 7851.1 8 200.3 8 897.3 8387.3; 8.1 -770.6 285.2 







56487.9 55975.1 59 680.2 55 507.5 57044.1; 5581.6 5 102.4 6 499.1 2 453.5 3066.1 
10409.9 10526.4 10383.8 10 155.5 10190.1^ 146.1 150.1 -1032.5 -1734.6 - 2 446.1 





372225.7 357 999.6 385 114.6 404 361.8 413 803.0. 
1 Disposable income = gross national disposable income 
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3 863.0 3 879.0 3 890.0 3 885.0 3 886.0 3 170.0 3 187.0 3 197.0 3 193.0 3 194.0 
2 750.0 2 761.0 2 775.0 2 733.0 2 777.0! 2 543.0 2 556.0 2 567.0 2 528.0 2 571.0 
35 978.0 36 067.0 36 098.0 36 071.0 36 017.0; 3 1 9 7 7 . 0 32 071.0 : : 
14703 .8 14 835.8 14 945.7 15 080.6 15 180.6- 12 107.1 12 232.9 12 366.0 12 509.6 12 624.8 
2 1 8 2 1 . 0 21931 .2 22 035.5 22 087.6 2 2 2 3 3 . 5 ; 1 5 8 9 4 .7 16011 .3 16 124.0 1 6 2 2 1 . 3 16337 .8 


















5. Prices and exchange rates 
eurostat 
Prices, measured by the GDP implicit deflator, 
increased in the euro­zone during the third quarter of 
1999 (+0.2% vs. +0.1% in the previous quarter). 
Meanwhile, in the European Union the inflation 
measured by the GDP implicit deflator slowed down 
(+0.3%), after the big rise recorded in the two previous 
quarters (+0.9% and +1.1%, respectively). In the United 
States, prices expressed in national currency, grew 
according to a stable pace (+0.3%). Inflation recorded 
an acceleration in Canada (+0.8%), Australia (+0.3%) 
and Switzerland (+0.8%). Conversely, in Japan prices 
continued to decrease (­0.5%). 
With respect to the EU Member States, a resumption of 
the prices' growth in national currency was recorded in 
Germany (+0.1%) and Italy (+0.2%). A slow down of 
inflation was recorded in Belgium (+0.1%), Denmark 
(+0.4%), France (+0.1 %), Finland (+0.5%), as well as in 
the United Kingdom (+0.3%). Prices grew according to 
a stable pace in Spain (+0.8%) and in the Netherlands 
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Table 5.3: Households final consumption expenditure 
































































































































Graph 5.2: GDP deflator, quarteriy growth rates T/T-4, national currency 
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Graph 5.3: GDP deflator for the EU-15and the Member States, national currency, 
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Graph 5.4: GDP deflator for the EUR-11, the EU-15and the economic partners, national currency, 
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Graph 5.5: Households final consumption expenditure deflator, quarterly growth rates, 
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6. Quarterly report: 
The European Union Enlargement 
eurostat 
Introduction: general background 
Enlargement is one of the most important challenges for 
the European Union (EU) as it prepares for the 21s t 
century. It is a unique, historic task to further the integra­
tion of the continent by peaceful means, extending a 
zone of stability and prosperity to new members. 
The 1993 Copenhagen European Council opened up 
the perspective of enlargement towards the Candidate 
Countries in Eastern and Central Europe and Cyprus. 
Subsequently, an ambitious strategy of pre-accession 
was launched at Essen summit. The Madrid European 
Council in December 1995 reaffirmed the decisions for 
launching the accession negotiations with the countries 
applying for European Union membership. It called on 
the Commission to submit the opinions on the individual 
applications and to embark on the preparation of a 
composite paper on enlargement. 
In March 1998 the EU formally launched the process 
that will make enlargement possible. By beginning of 
2000, it embraces thirteen applicant countries: Bulgaria, 
Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Romania, the Slovak Repu­
blic, Slovenia and Turkey. 
The recent steps towards the enlargement were sche­
duled in December 1997: in Luxembourg, at its summit, 
the European Council decided that the enlargement 
process should encompass three initiatives: 
• 12 March 1998: launch of the European Conference, 
a multilateral framework bringing together ten central 
European countries, Cyprus and Turkey; 
• 30 March 1998: launch of the accession process, 
covering ten central European countries and Cyprus; 
• 31 March 1998: the accession negotiations, which the 
European Council decided to open on with six coun­
tries, as recommended by the European Commis­
sion: Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, 
Poland and Slovenia. 
Malta, which had 'frozen' its application for membership 
in 1996, reactivated it in October 1998. 
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The enlargement is not a new process in the history of 
the EU. The EU itself is the fruit of a history of successful 
enlargements. The Treaties of Paris (1951), establis­
hing the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), 
and Rome (1957), establishing the European Economic 
Community (EEC) and EURATOM, were signed by six 
founding members: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands. The EU then under­
went four successive enlargements: 
• 1973 Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom 
• 1981 Greece 
• 1986 Portugal and Spain 
• 1995 Austria, Finland and Sweden 
However, the enlargement facing the EU today poses a 
unique challenge, since it is without precedent in terms 
of scope and diversity: the number of candidates, the 
area (increase of 34%) and population (increase of 105 
million), the wealth of different histories and cultures. 
Third countries will significantly benefit from an 
enlarged Union. A single set of trade rules, a single 
tariff, and a single set of administrative procedures will 
apply not only just across the existing Member States 
but across the Single Market of the enlarged Union. This 
will simplify dealings for third-country operators within 
Europe and improve conditions for investment and 
trade. 
From co-operation to accession 
Soon after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the Euro­
pean Community quickly established diplomatic rela­
tions with the Central European countries. It removed 
long-standing import quotas on a number of products, 
extended the Generalised System of Preferences 
(GSP) and, over the next few years, concluded Trade 
and Co-operation Agreements with Bulgaria, the former 
Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Poland, Romania and Slovenia. 
In the meantime, the European Community's Phare 
Programme, created in 1989, set out to provide financial 
support for the countries efforts to reform and rebuild 
their economies. Phare soon became the world's 
largest assistance programme in central Europe, provi­
ding technical expertise and investment support. 
During the 1990s, the European Community and its 
Member States progressively concluded Association 
Agreements, so called 'Europe Agreements', with ten 
countries of central Europe. The Europe Agreements 
provide the legal basis for bilateral relations between 
these countries and the EU. The European Community 
had already established similar Association Agree­
ments with Turkey (1963), Malta (1970) and Cyprus 
(1972). In the case of Turkey, a Customs Union entered 
into force in December 1995. 
Accession criteria 
In 1993, at the Copenhagen European Council, the 
Member States took a decisive step towards the current 
enlargement, agreeing that 'the associated countries in 
Central and Eastern Europe that so desire shall become 
members of the European Union.' Thus, enlargement 
was no longer a question of 'if but 'when'. Here too, the 
European Council provided a clear response: 
'Accession will take place as soon as an applicant is 
able to assume the obligations of membership by satis­
fying the economic and political conditions required'. 
At the same time, the Member States designed the 
membership criteria (to be achieved by the candidate 
country) that are often referred to as the Copenhagen 
Criteria (see frame). 
At the same time the Candidate Country has to create 
the conditions for its integration through the adjustment 
of its administrative structures, so that European 
Community legislation transposed into national legisla­
tion is implemented effectively through appropriate 
administrative and judicial structures. 
The Luxembourg European Council (December 1997) 
also underlined that 'as a prerequisite for enlargement 
of the Union, the operation of the institutions must be 
strengthened and improved in keeping with the institu­
tional provisions of the Amsterdam Treaty'. 
The Copenhagen Criteria 
(Candidate Country membership criteria) 
• stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights and respect for and protection 
of minorities; 
• existence of a functioning market economy as well as the capacity to cope with competitive pressure and 
market forces within the Union; 
• ability to take on the obligations of membership including adherence to the aims of political, economic and 
monetary union. 
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The role of Eurostat 
Eurostat plays an important role in the accession prepa­
rations. It has to provide adequate macro-economic 
statistics from the Candidate Countries, together with a 
quality assessment of the data and the underlying 
compilation methods and data sources. Therefore 
Eurostat's national accountants started in 1996 to esta­
blish closer working relations with their colleagues in 
Candidate Countries through the creation of a special 
National Accounts working group for Candidate Coun­
tries. A work programme was adopted in June 1996 to 
improve the quality of National Accounts data in terms 
of reliability, exhaustiveness and correspondence with 
the "European System of Accounts 1995" (ESA 95), 
which is the legal framework for National Accounts in 
the EU. In the following years, this programme has been 
revised according to the progress made. By now Candi­
date Countries compilers already fully participate in all 
Eurostat National Accounts working groups so that they 
can be considered members of what is usually called 
the European Statistical System. 
In the context of the accession process at the occasion 
of the screening all Candidate Countries expressed 
their commitment to fully comply with EU law and prac­
tices before accession. Therefore Candidate Countries 
have started to deliver regularly data1 to Eurostat. 
However, despite the considerable progress made by 
Candidate Countries their data do not yet have the 
degree of harmonisation and hence of comparability 
that is standard among Member States. 
Technical assistance has played an important role in 
enhancing the capacity of National Accounts compilers 
in Candidate Countries to comply with EU law and prac­
tices. The work programme contained a series of 
well-targeted technical assistance activities ranging 
from estimation methods for final consumption expendi­
ture of households to FISIM or the compilation of supply 
and use tables or the calculation of the capital stock and 
the consumption of fixed capital. Later these activities 
were supported by a pilot project on exhaustiveness. All 
this allowed Member States experts to look more 
closely into Candidate Countries compilation systems 
Assessments of the Candidate Countries' National Accounts 
Projects launched in 1997 (areas of weakness): 
1. Estimation methods at constant prices 
2. General Government and NPISH 
3. Final consumption expenditure of households 
4. Banking and insurance, FISIM 
5. Exhaustiveness of National Accounts 
6. Use of registers for National Accounts purposes 
7. Dwelling services 
Projects launched in 1998: 
1. Pilot project on exhaustiveness, including illegal activities, 
2. Pilot project on Government Finance Statistics, 
3. Pilot project on prices, 
4. Pilot project on Foreign Direct investment, 
5. Calculation of capital stock and consumption of fixed capital at replacement costs, 
6. Estimates for shuttle trade and tourist expenditure, 
7. Development/improvement of estimates for holding gains, 
8. Calculation of a small input/output table (IOT), 
9. Development of a National Accounts database using Electronic Data Interchange for data transmission 
(GESMES), 
lO.Borderline between intermediate consumption and final uses 
11.Exports, imports and the transition between GDP and GNP. 
Besides the multi-country project work, country-specific projects are defined in order to tackle particular 
problems of individual Candidate Countries . 
1 Data delivery is very much confined to non-financial National Accounts. However, some Candidate Countries have already started to compile 
Financial Accounts. Moreover, the compilation of statistics required under the Excessive Deficit procedure has equally started in Candidate 
Countries with the help from Eurostat and its partners in Member States. 
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and write reports which were discussed later with 
Candidate Countries compilers and thereafter cast by 
them into concrete and corrective actions. 
Technicalassistance will have to continue over the next 
few years to improve the methods used and thereby the 
data quality and comparability attained. Candidate 
Countries compilers will be assisted in applying 
National Accounts rules and principles in complicated 
practical and country specific situations, to ensure the 
exhaustiveness of the accounts, to overcome the lack of 
basic data and improve the reliability of existing basic 
data, to assure consistency between the different parts 
of the National Accounts, and to exploit all possibilities 
for cross-checking and validating the results. 
National Accounts figures 
Non-financial National Accounts data are supplied to 
Eurostat by the Candidate Countries' National Statis­
tical Institutes under an established regular reporting 
system similar to the Member States reporting system 
under ESA 1995. 
Data are regularly published in Eurostat publications, 
"Statistics in Focus" and "The Accounts of the Union" 
(subject-matter publications) and in the Eurostat disse­
mination database "NewCronos". 
Gradual changes in calculation methods and improve­
ments in data quality are incorporated in the data sets. 
For the time being, however, statistics from the Candi­
date Countries must still be treated with some caution. 
As mentioned above, they are derived from national 
sources that do not yet fully conform to EU standards. 
Moreover, comparability with the corresponding EU 
statistics cannot be guaranteed. 
Major data-quality and comparability problems relate to: 
1. country-specific adaptation of theoretical National 
Accounts knowledge to the complicated practical 
situations of economies in transition; 
2. exhaustiveness of the accounts; 
3. lack of basic data; 
4. reliability of basic data; a high degree of "believing in 
figures" is evident; figures emanating from very diffe­
rent sources are often regarded as "correct" without 
sufficient checks being made on reliability, comple­
teness, definitions etc; 
5. consistency between the different parts of National 
Accounts; 
6. failure to exhaust all scope for cross-checking and 
validating results. 
In future, therefore, the Candidate Countries National 
Accounts data can be expected to undergo significant 
changes. However, there is no systematic bias in the 
data; gaps and shortcomings occur in both directions, 
leading to over- and underestimation of GDP. It is 
currently very difficult to estimate the net effect of all 
these tendencies on the level of GDP, but a certain 
under-estimation of the Candidate Countries' GDP 
values is more likely. 
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Tables by country 

Annexe EURO-ZONE eurostat 
Table A.1: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates; T/T-1, constant prices 1 995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and M^SH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 





Table A.2: Gross value added and its components, quarterly growth rates 






















































































Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
hdustry, including energy 
Construction 
Trade, transport and communication services 
Financial services 
Other services 
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10.1 
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Table A.3: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
. ' . . ' ■ -
. . . ■ ; : ■ " ' . ■ ' ' · . . ν 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






5 641 483.0 
j 3 189 568.4 
1 148 833.3 
; 1 135 156.4 
17 747.9 
j 1 826 797.6 




5 864 602.5 
3313 735.5 
1 176 273.4 
1 189 002.1 
39 572.2 
1 933 903.8 
1 787 884.4 
146 019.4 
5 718 583.2 
1999* 
6 097 697.4' 




2 008 420.3: 
1894 845.3: 
113 575.0 
5 994 001.0: 
1998 
Q3 Q4 

















1 456 608.8 
Q1 








1 473 991.8 
1999 
Q 2 








1 486 451.8 
Q3 








1 503 619.6 
Table A.4: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, Mio euros, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






'■ 5 498 585.8 
! 3 081 189.9 
1 119 541.4 
! 1 127 430.5 
18 638.1 
! 1 799 072.2 
; 1 647 286.3 
151 785.9 
5 346 799.9 
1998 
5 647 379.0 
3 170 907.9 
1 133 605.4 
1 175 390.6 
42 945.0 
1912 608.3 
1 788 078.2 
124 530.1 
5 522 848.9 
1999* 
5 764 682.8: 
3247 815.7: 






5 672 762.2' 
1998 
Q3 Q4 

















1 396 035.2 
Q1 



















1 413 144.2 
Q3 








1 420 971.7 
Percentage of GDP 
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Table A5: GDP and its components fromthe expenditure side, quarteriy: 
grovirm rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
Gíriss Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
Changes in inventories1 
Exports 
Imports 



















































































Table A.6: Gross value added and its components, quarterly growth rates 
T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 Q3 Q4 
1999 
Q1 Q2 Q3 
Value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, inducing energy 
Construction 
Trade transport and communication services 
Financial services 
Other services 
Table A 7 : GDP and its components from the expenditure side, 
Gross Domes t i c Produc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l Government 
G r o s s Fixed Capital Format ion 
Changes in inventories 
Expor ts 
Imports 
External Ba lance 
D o m e s t i c J J e m a n d 
1997 
7 267 892.0 
4 199 185.4 
1 471 835.1 
1 412 663.7 
21 928.7 
| 2 320 804.1 
2 158 524.9 
162 279.2 
7 105 612.8 
1998 
7 593 749.7 
4 389 820.3 
1 516 600.8 
1 499 681.2 
46 349.9 
2 433 086.8 
2 291 789.4 
141 297.5 
7 452 452.2 
1999* 
7 938 176.6 
4617 623.7 
1 585 444.8 
1 595 701.7 
40 203.7 




Table A.8: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, 
Gross Domes t i c Produc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Format ion 
Changes in inventories 
Expor ts 
Imports 
External Ba lance 




I 1388 934.8 
1 365 167.4 
20 923.1 
: 2 242 323.0 
2 088 649.7 
153 673.3 
6 688 170.3 
1998 
7 023 350.8 
4 028 513.5 
1 406 627.3 
1436 676.8 
47 383.3 
2 370 567.2 
2 266 417.2 
104 150.0 
6 919 200.8 
1999* 
7 170 251.9' 
4 137 013.3; 
1 427 401.8, 
1 500 742.3 
45 054.6 
2 447 146.9 
2 387 106.9 
60 039.9: 
7 110 212.0 
Mio euro, c 
19' 
Q3 
1 908 714.8 












1 912 448.3 







1 884 417.1 
Q1 
1 939 115.4 







1 916 498.4 
constant prices 1995 
1998 
Q 3 Q 4 
1 761 273.7 







1 737 909.5 
1 765 047.4 







1 749 047.9 
Q1 
1 773 810.6 







1 763 501.0 
1999 
Q2 
1 971 181.8 











1 783 698.8 







1 769 920.1 
i 4 - ' · . . -
Q 3 
1 994616.7 







1 970 870.9 
-
Q3 
1 800 073.7 







1 780 374.6 
Percentage of GDP 
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Table A.9: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarteriy 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
0 2 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 













































































Table A.10: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 1999 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 
value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 
Trade, transport and communication services 
Financial services 
Other services 




















j O . 4 
¡0.1 
Z J 0.7 
NA 




_ . . 
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Table A.11 : GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
■ ; 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






16 867 366.9 
; 10 529 333.3 
2 616 020.2 
, 3 545 267.2 
106 361.9 
; 2 900 521.5 
: 2 830 137.1 
70 384.4 
16 796 982.5 
1998 
17255 981.3 
10 856 080.0 
2 667 661.7 
3 587 533.4 
­155 761.2 
2 938 274.0 
2 637 806.6 
300 467.4 
16 955 513.8 
1999* 
19 132 852.7 
12 157 900.1 
2 926 569.9 
4 039 052.8 
­196 262.5 
3 126 137.2 
2 920 544.9 
205 592.4 
18 927 260.3 
' ~ ~ — · " ­ ^ ­ — τ ­ — ■ . , . , ­
Table A.12: GDP and its components from the expenditure side 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






15 388 425.5 
I 9 381 578.1 
I 2 317 308.9 
i 3 517 877.8 
77 994.9 
: 2 969 880.7 
Ì 2 876 214.9 
93 665.8 
I 15 294 759.7 
1998 
15 552 349.3 
9 639 449.1 
2 310 006.9 
3 626 026.8 
­78 867.1 
3 179 918.7 




15 960 872.0 
9 983 725.8 
2 352 793.4 
3 783 639.6 
­86 422.1 
3 243 728.4 




Q 3 Q 4 
4 280 855.8 







4 274 919.6 
, Mio euro, 
4 290 821.2 







4 287 985.0 
Q1 
4 521 968.0 







4 530 522.8 
constant prices .1995. 
1998 
Q 3 Q 4 
4 006 598.5 






­ 2 028.7 
4 008 627.3 
4 026 521.1 







4 038 003.2 
Q1 
4 063 825.2 







4 090 103.7 
1999 
Q2 
4 728 667.3 
3 009 776.1 
722 870.2 









4 087 881.7 







4 120 582.1 
Q 3 
4 858 348.3 
3 098 264.4 
742 381.9 





4 884 678.3 
• ^ T ^ ­ W V ^ ; 
Q 3 
4 112738.9 







4 137 908.8 
Percentage of GDP 
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C o n t r i b u t i o n s t o t h e G D P 
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Table A21 : GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T­1, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPBH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
























































































Table A.22: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T­1, 
constant prices 1995 
Value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
hdustry, including energy 
Construction 




































































Table A23: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross D o m e s t i c P roduc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l Governmen t 
Gross Fixed Capi ta l Format ion 
C h a n g e s in inventories 
Expor ts 
Imports 
Externa l Ba lance 
D o m e s t i c D e m a n d 
1997 
1866 546.8 







1 839 276.1 
1998 
1 921 764.1 







1 889 633.1 
1999* 
1 979 517.6 








T a b l e A . 2 4 : G D P a n d i t s c o m p o n e n t s f r o m t h e e x p e n d i t u r e s ide 
G r o s s D o m e s t i c P roduc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l Governmen t 
Gross Fixed Capi ta l Format ion 
C h a n g e s in inventories 
Expor ts 
Impor ts 
Externa l Ba lance 
D o m e s t i c D e m a n d 
1997 
i 1 921 868.2 







1 884 632.7 
1998 
1 963 229.1 







1 930 924.9 
1999* 
1 989 753.5 

















































































































Percentage of GDP 
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Table Æ25: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly: 
growth rates T/T-i, constant prices 1995 : 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
0 2 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
































Table A.26: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 




Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 



































-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1 5 3 0 
Table A.27: GDP and components from the expenditure side,; Mio euro, current prices 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 















Table A.28: GDP and its components from 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 









































- 4 393.6; 
20 933.2 ; 
29 901.7 ' 








- 3 845.81 
19 434.1: 
28 151.9' 



















Percentage of GDP 
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Table A.29: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T­1, constantprices A 995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






















































































Table A.30: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T­1, 
constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 
Value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 



























































Table A.31 : GDP and components from the 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 


































­ 5 255.3 
561 559.1 
euro, curre 



















































­ 1 739.5 
142101.1 
Table Æ32: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






















































































­ 2 542.3 
131 149.9 
' Percentage of GDP 
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Table A.33: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarteriy 
growth rates T/T-1; constant prices 1995 
"'<?.'/. :".-'.■·'.'■-*·.■■"■:-■"·'·'- ■V';;:.-.ï-':" 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and N=ISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
























































































Table A.34: Value added and components, quarteriy growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 
value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 





























































­ ■ _ ­ ' ­ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' . . . ■ ■ ■ : ■ ­ . 































­3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 
Table A.35: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross D o m e s t i c P roduc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l Governm 
Gross Fixed Capi ta l Form 
C h a n g e s in inventor ies 
Expor ts 
Imports 
Externa l B a l a n c e 
D o m e s t i c D e m a n d 
ent 
ation 
n ­ ™ 
1997 








1 207 180.1 
1998 







































































Table A.36: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 














1 189 442.8 
1998 








1 232 678.3 
1999* 
1295 183.9 




























































Percentage of GDP 
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Table A37: GDP and itscomponents from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPSH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






































Table A38: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 1999 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 
Value Added 
Agriciiture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 
Trade transport and communication services 
Financial services 
Other services 
Table A39: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
1997 1998 1999* 
1998 
Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
Q2 Q3 
Gross D o m e s t i c Produc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l Governmen t 
Gross Fixed Capi ta l Format ion 
C h a n g e s in inventories 
Exports 
Imports 
External Ba lance 




























Table A.40: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 
1998 
Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
Q2 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 60 000.3 65 359.8 
FCE of Households and NPISH 32 140.2 34 507.6 
FCE of General Government 8 918.8 9 423.1 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 12010.9 13925.3 
Changes in inventories - 467.6 - 275.4 
Exports 49 447.8 59 598.8 
Imports 42 049.8 51819.6 
External Balance 7 397.9 7 779.2 
Domestic Demand I 52 602.3 57 580.7 
70 457.9 
37 164.7: 







Percentage of GDP 
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Table Α.41 : GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and r^lSH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






















































































Table A.42: Value added and components,.quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 
Value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 
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Table A.43: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
























1 032 630.5 
1999-





























































Table A.44: GDP and its componente from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 























































































Percentage of GDP 
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0 1.5 3.0 
Table A.45: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
1997 1996 1999* 1993 Q3 04 Q1 
1999 
02 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPBH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
































Table A.46: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 




Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 

















Table A47: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
Q2 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
































Table A.48: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 

























1999* 1 " 8 l a a y Q3 Q4 
16 995.9' 
7 613.11 










Percentage of GDP 
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Table Α.49: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 Q3 04 Q1 
1999 
02 03 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 













































































Table A.50: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 




Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 
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Table A.51 : GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 























































































Table A.52: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 























































































1 Percentage of GDP 
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Z i 0.5 
10.1 
1 0.8 
] 0 .2 






Z i 0.5 
10.1 




Table A.53: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly. 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPSH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 























































































Table A.54: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 




Agriciiture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
industry, including energy 
Construction 






















































Table A55: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
G r o s s Domes t i c P roduc t 
F C E of Households and NPISH 
F C E of General Gove rnmen t 
Gross Fixed Capital Format ion 
C h a n g e s in inventories 
Expor ts 
Imports 
Externa l Ba lance 
D o m e s t i c D e m a n d 
T a b l e A 5 6 : G D P a n d c o m p o n 
G r o s s Domes t i c P roduc t 
F C E of Households and NPISH 
F C E of General Gove rnmen t 
G r o s s Fixed Capi ta l Format ion 
C h a n g e s in inventories 
Expor ts 
Imports 
External Ba lance 







































90 617.7 i 
-1 238.4: 
196 290.7: 
































































































































' Percentage of GDP 
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Table A 5 7 : GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T-1 j constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
Q2 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and hPBH 
FCE of General Government 
Grass Fixed Capital Formation 


















































Table A.58: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T /T -1 , 
constant prices 1995 




Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 
Trade, transport and communication services 
Financial services 
Other services 



















-3.0 -1.5 0.0 .1.5 3.0 
Table A.59: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 



























































Table A.60: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
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.0 ­2.0 0.0 2.0 4 0 
I 
Table A.61 : GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarteriy 
growth rates T/T­1, constant prices 1995 
; ­ _■ . . ­ : '::/'■ ■; _ _ L_j____ZÎ_îL 
1997 1996 1999* Q ^ ^ Q1 1*f Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPBH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
Changes in inventories ' 
Exports 
Imports 
External Balance ' 
, Domestic. Dernand 
Table A.62: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T­1, 







































































1 2 3 
-1.1 
1997 1998 1999* 
Value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
industry, including energy 
Construction 



























































Table A.63: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross D o m e s t i c P roduc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l Gove rnmen t 
Gross Fixed Capi ta l Format ion 
C h a n g e s in inventories 
Expor ts 
Imports 
External Ba lance 
Domes t i c D e m a n d 
Table A.64: GDP and compon 
Gross D o m e s t i c P roduc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l Gove rnmen t 
Gross Fixed Capital Format ion 
Changes in inventories 
Expor ts 
Imports 
External Ba lance 
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Annexe SWEDEN J_2 
eurostat 
Table A.65: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPEH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






















































































Table A.66: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
Q2 Q3 
value Added 25 25 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 5.5 0.7 
industry, including energy 5.2 4.0 
Construction -4.6 1.8 
Trade, transport and communication services ; 4.0 3.2 
Financial services 27 1.5 
Other services -0.5 1.6 

















« a 0.9 
1 10.8 
a 0.1 
Z 0.4 | 
0.1 
— 1 1 J 0 
NA 
- 3 . 0 - 1 . 5 0.0 1.5 3.0 
Table A.67: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
G r o s s D o m e s t i c P roduc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l G o v e r n m e n t 
G r o s s Fixed Capi ta l Format ion 
C h a n g e s in inventor ies 
Expor ts 
Imports 
External B a l a n c e 



















































































Table A.68: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
Gross D o m e s t i c P roduc t 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l G o v e r n m e n t 
Gross Fixed Capi ta l Format ion 
C h a n g e s in inventor ies 
Expor ts 
Imports 
Externa l B a l a n c e 
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. . . ■ ■ . . ; . - . · . . ■ · ' ■ ; . - . ■ ■ ■ ■ · 
Contributions to the GDP 
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0.1 
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;TabIé A.69: GDP and its components-from the expenditure side,quarterly 
growth rates :T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
GOSS Fixed Capital Formation 
Changes in inventories1 
Exports 
11 pals 




















































































Table A.70: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 




Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 




















































Table A.71: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 





Table A.72: GDP and compon 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 














1 160 452.0 









































1 361 916.9 






























­ 4 678.3 
311 173.1 
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Annexe NORWAY Ξ__ eurostat 
Table A.73: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic FToduct 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 




































Q3 04 Q1 
1999 
Q2 Q3 
Table A.74: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 
value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 
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Table A.75: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
1997 1998 1999* 
...... 
1998 
Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
Q2 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 135 813.1 
FCE of Households and NPISH 64 955.2 
FCE of General Government 27 214.6 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 31 700.0 
Changes in inventories 2 328.3 
Exports i 55 948.7 
Imports 46 333.7 
External Balance 9 615.0 



















Table A.76: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
Q2 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
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2 3 0.7 
Z 0 . 7 
0.0 
Ζ ] 0.6 
Z_0 .7 
Z Z 0 . Í 
NA 
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Table A.77: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices i 995 
1997 1996 1999* 1998 Q3 04 Q1 
1999 
02 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and I^PEH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 













































































Table A.78: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T­1, 
constant prices 1995 




Agriciiture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
industry, inducing energy 
Construction 
Trade transport and communication services 
Financial services 
Other services 
Table A.79: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 



































Table A.80: GDP and components from the expenditure side, M 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
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Annexe UNITED STATES Ξ__ 
eurostat 
Table A.81: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* : 1998 Q3 04 Q1 
1999 
02 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 













































































Table A.82: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 1999 Q3 04 Q1 Q2 Q3 
value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
industry, including energy 
Construction 
Trade, transport and communication services 
Financial services 
Othersefyices 
























-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3 0 
Table A.83: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 





Table A.84: GDP and compon 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






7 319 613.3 
4 871 416.5 
1 078 314.1 





7 397 476.6 
1998 
7 813 767.4 
5 216 834.5 
1 124 818.7 





7 947 186.4 
1999* 
8 669 419.5 
5 863 361.1! 
1 248 863.4 
1 756 484.4 
41 456.1 
933 899.8 





1 967 913.1 







2 004 976.8 
1 900 580.1 







1 934 842.2 
Q1 
2 022 241.9 







2 067 177.1 
ents from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
1997 
6 129 331.6 
4 071 406.0 
891 889.1 





6 218 200.0 
1998 
6 392 969.2 
4 269 833.5 
903 085.8 





6 563 909.4 
1999* 
6 651 746.3 







6 907 958.8 
1998 
Q3 Q4 
1 601 597.4 







1 648 769.3 
1 624 713.2 







1 670 809.1 
Q1 
1 639 479.6 







1 695 719.1 
1999 
Q2 
2 163 424.3 







2 221 565.3 
; r ~ ­ ­ — 
1999 
Q2 
1 647 116.1 

















2 283 093.0 
— : - - — - r— 
Q3 
1 670 006.8 







1 736 727.8 
Percentage of GDP 
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Table A.85: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T­1, constant prices 1995 
1997 1996 1999* 1996 Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
02 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 













































































Table A.86: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T­1, 
constant prices 1995 




Agrie urture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 
Trade, transport and communication services 
Financial services 
Other services 
Table A.87: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






3 717 963.0 
! 2 231 650.5 
361 512.0 





3 674 073.7 
1998 
3 404 712.9 







3 338 349.2 
1999* 
4 142 563.3 







4 069 868.9 
Table A.88: GDP and components from the expenditure side, M 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 






: 4 192 383.2 
¡ 2 442 483.6 
398 318.3 





: 4 104 819.8 
1998 
4 087 204.1 
2 429 167.2 
404 381.1 





3 984 120.1 
1999* 
4 140 337.8 
2 475 321.4 
409 233.7 





































io euro, constant prices 1995 
1998 
Q3 Q4 
















































1 018 227.2 
Q3 








1 026 137.0 
Q3 








1 005 259.0 
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Table A.89: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth'rates T/T-1, constant prices 1995 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 























































































Table A.90: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T-1, 
___ 
constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 1998 Q3 Q4 
1999 
Q1 Q2 Q3 
value Added 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
ridustry, including energy 
Construction 

































0 . 7 Z 
-0.6 CZ 
BS-BB 1.2 







-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 
Table A . 9 1 : GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 















Table A.92: GDP and components from the 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 
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­3.0 ­1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 
Table A.93: GDP and its components from the expenditure side, quarterly 
growth rates T/T­1, constant prices 1995 
1997 1996 1999* 1993 Q3 Q4 Q1 
1999 
Q2 Q3 
Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPSH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 


































































Table A.94: Value added and components, quarterly growth rates T/T­1, 
constant prices 1995 




Agriciiture, hunting and forestry, fishing 
Industry, including energy 
Construction 
Trade, transport and communication services 
Financial services 
Other services . 
Table A.95: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, current prices 





Gross Domestic Product 
FCE of Households and NPISH 
FCE of General Government 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 


































































­ 2 876.4 
98014.7 
Table A.96: GDP and components from the expenditure side, Mio euro, constant prices 1995 
1997 1998 1999* 
G r o s s D o m e s t i c Product 
F C E of Househo lds and NPISH 
F C E of Genera l Governmen t 
G r o s s Fixed Capi ta l Format ion 
C h a n g e s in inventories 
Expor ts 
Impor ts 
Externa l Ba lance 






































































­ 3 056.3 
85 856.7 
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8. Methodological note 
@0 
eurostat 
This publication provides data on the main aggregates 
of the quarterly accounts of the European Union as a 
whole (EU-15), the Member States participating in 
Economic and Monetary Union (EUR-11), the Member 
States that compile quarterly accounts, the main 
non-European economic partners and the EFTA 
countries. 
These aggregates are shown as levels (in current euro 
prices and in 1995 constant prices) and as rates of 
change, to which are added the main deflators derived 
from the series in national currency. 
Accounting aspects 
Quarterly national accounting data are generally esti­
mated by the National Statistical Institutes, except in 
Austria, where they come from the Österreichisches 
Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung, in Belgium, where they 
are compiled by the Banque Nationale de Belgique, and 
Switzerland, where they come the Office fédéral du 
développement économique et de lemploi (Services 
des questions économiques et conjoncturelles). The 
national quarterly data coming from the Member States, 
as well as those coming from the EFTA countries, are 
estimated according to national accounting systems, 
which are compatible with the principles of the ESA 95. 
There are, however, some differences, particularly with 
regard to the total for the Union, where exports and 
imports include both extra-EU and intra-EU trade. On 
the other hand, the Unions trade balance tallies with the 
other aggregates. 
The United Kingdom, France, Italy and the Netherlands 
produce rapid estimates of the main quarterly accoun­
ting aggregates, while Finland calculates a monthly esti­
mate of GDP. 
Methodology 
The countries apply different estimating methods which 
fall into two main types of approach: the direct approach 
and the mathematical and statistical approach. 
The direct approach involves conducting surveys, 
sometimes on a smaller scale, which reproduce the 
calculation of the annual aggregates. The United 
States, Canada, the United Kingdom and some extent 
Germany are among the countries which use this 
approach, which requires a highly developed and effi­
cient information system. 
The mathematical-statistical approach mainly involves 
extrapolating quarterly data by means of reference 
indicators or estimating quarteriy data from annual data, 
on the basis of a multiple linear regression model, using 
reference indicators available both annually and quar­
terly. The main differences in the methods used relate to 
the form which the disturbance term of the statistical 
models may take. France, Italy, Portugal, Switzerland, 
Spain and the Netherlands are among the countries 
which have adopted this approach. 
Although this classification may seem rigid, in practice 
the direct method is often supplemented by indirect 
methods in order to fill in the gaps or make up for late 
information, and conversely the indirect method is often 
supplemented by direct elements (e.g. on the basis of 
data from general government accounts, the accounts 
of major companies, etc.) 
Some Member States, in particular the Netherlands and 
Denmark, compile quarterly data in input-output tables. 
Seasonal adjustment 
The procedures used to adjust for seasonal variations 
are mostly variants of the X-11 procedure, whereby the 
main difference is whether or not ARIMA extrapolation 
is applied before seasonal adjustment. Only Germany, 
Austria and Spain use different methods. Germany 
(Statistical Office) uses the Berlin method (BV4), which 
basically involves regression techniques. Spain (airline 
model), Italy and Austria (Tramo/Seats) use a method 
based on the canonical decomposition of an ARIMA 
model. France, Spain and the United States do not 
publish any raw data, in contrast to Norway, which 
publishes raw data only. Some countries such as 
Austria, Finland and Sweden do not have seasonally 
adjusted data at current prices. Spain is the only country 
which publishes cycle-trend series only. If a country 
sends its series partly or entirely in raw form, they are 
seasonally adjusted by Eurostat using the X-11 ARIMA 
method. In some countries, the procedures used to 
adjust for seasonal variations involve any correction for 
working days (Germany Central Bank , France abd 
Italy). 
Some Member States seasonally adjusted data are not 
balanced. In Denmark and the Netherlands, there is a 
difference in relation to the accounting framework, 
where GDP on the expenditure side is different from that 
of the output side. In other countries, the annual data 
are not balanced with the sum of the gross quarterly 
data because of the way in which the seasonal adjust­
ment procedures are applied, or because the proce­
dures used lack a balancing option (e.g. the BV4 
procedure used in Germany). 
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Statistics in focus 
To get straight to the heart of the matter and obtain an effective insight into the reality of the EU Member 
States, the series of documents entitled Statistics in focus offers you rapid and easy access to information 
on all current trends in Europe. 
S t a t i s t i c s ¡Π fOCUS: find out, understand and decide in confidence with: 
■ harmonized, reliable and comparable data on each Member State of the European Union; 
■ clear and concise comments and analyses; 
■ charts and maps easy to understand; 
■ the latest available data. 
St3tiStÍCS ¡Π fOCUS is available as single copy or by subscription. Subscriptions are available for one 
single theme (except themes 7 and 9) or for the whole collection. Statistics in focus is available as printed 
version or as PDF­file sent by e­mail. 
Prices on request from the Data Shop network (see end of the publication). 
Eurostat essentials 
Understand today's Europe to anticipate the future better 
■ Eurostat Yearbook: a comprehensive statistical presentation supplemented by comparative 
data for the EU's main trading partners (CD-ROM version available). 
■ Money, finance and the euro: Statistics: This monthly statistical document provides 
short-term series for a wide range of financial indicators such as interest rates, exchange rates, 
money supply and official reserves (quarterly CD-ROM version available). 
■ Europroms CD-ROM: the only source of information in Europe to propose detailed and comparable 
data on output, external trade and the markets of several thousand industrial products. 
■ Services in Europe: an overview of the companies active in the service sector including 
detailed sectoral, thematic and country analysis. 
■ Agriculture and fisheries: Statistical yearbook 1998: the most important elements 
of Eurostat's publications on agriculture, forestry and fisheries in abbreviated form. 
■ Comext CD-ROM: provides data on external trade on all goods imported into or exported 
from the statistical territory of the European Union or traded between the statistical territories of 
the Member States. 
■ Transport development in the central European countries (analysis of the 
trends for the years 1994 and 1995): a statistical overview of transport in 11 central 
European countries, together with a review of data availability. 
► 
Energy — monthly statistics: With the help of graphs, these statistics cover updates of 
the principal statistical series characterising short-term trends in the energy sectors (coal, oil, 
gas, electrical energy). 
N e w C r o n o s 
More than 160 million items of data in this macroeconomic and social database are available 
to all those who need high-quality statistical information for decision-making. 
R e g i o 
Eurostat's database for regional statistics. Covers the main aspects of economic and social life 
in the Community; demography, economic accounts, employment, etc. 
C o m e x t : 
The database for statistics on the European Union's external trade and trade between Member 
States. 11 000 products by year are covered with all partner countries (more or less 250). 
E u r o p r o m s 
The only source of information in Europe that supplies detailed and comparable data on output, 
external trade and markets of several thousand industrial products. It makes it possible to calculate 
in precise terms the domestic market for some 5 000 products for most EU countries. 
For further information, contact the Eurostat Data Shop network or visit us on the 
Internet at: www.europa.eu.int/comm/eurostat/ 
Order Form 
In each column, tick the appropriate box. 
T i t l e 
Eurostat Yearbook 1998­99 
^ g Money, finance and the euro 
Statistics (quarterly CD­ROM 
version available) 
C a t a l o g u e N o L a n g u a g e s 
CA­17­98­192­**­C 
CA­17­98­192­1A­Z 
^ â Services in Europe 
Europroms CD­ROM 
^ â Agriculture and fisheries: 




DDA DDE DEN DFR 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/ 
IT/NL/PT/FI/SV 
S u p p o r t 
Paper 
CD­ROM 
P r i c e in EUR 








Ijjgj Transport development in the CA­1. 
central European countries 
| g g Energy — monthly statistics CA­BX­99­000­3A­C 










D 15.00 per copy 
D Annual subscription: 
150.00 
D 20.00 








D 700.00 unit price. 
For details on the annual subscnpoon, 
please contact the Data Shop network 
22.00 
Paper D 11.00 
D Annual subscription: 102.00 
Free information sources 
■ Statistical references — the information letter on Eurostat 
products and services (yearly subscription/4 issues). 
I would like to receive this free product in: 
D DE D EN D FR 
■ Eurostat mini-guide — Eurostat's reference catalogue. 
I would like to receive this free product in: 
D DE D EN D FR 
■ Facts through figures—A summary of the Eurostat Yearbook. 
I would like to receive this free product in: 
D ES D DA D DE D GR D Fl D EN D FR 
DIT D NL DPT D Fl DSV DIS D NO 
(As long as stock lasts) 
D MR D MRS D MS (Please use block capitals) 
Please indicate your market sector: 
D Education/Training 
D European institution 
D Politics (embassy, ministry, administration) 
D Non­European statistics service 
D Private user D Enterprise 
D Information brokerage (information service, media, 
consultancy, bookshop, library, etc.) 
D European statistics service 
D Other (please specify): 
Payment on receipt of invoice, preferably by 
D Bank transfer □ Visa D Euro Card 
Card No: 
Π Other 




. Forename: _ 
. Department: 
Please confirm your intra­Community VAT number: 
If no number is entered, VAT will be automatically applied. Credit notes will not be 











To be returned to the Data Shop or sales office of your choice. 
Please do not hesitate to visit our Internet site at: 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/eurostat/ „ 
should you require further information. LU 
Eurostat Data Shops 
BELGIQUE/BELGIË 
Eurostat Data Shop 
Bruxelles/Bru ssel 
Chaussée d'Etterbeek, 13/ 
Etterbeeksesteenweg, 13 
B­1049 Bruxel les/Brussel 
Tél. (32-2) 299 66 66 
Fax (32­2) 295 01 25 
E­Mail: 
datashop.brussels@eurostat.cec.be 
D A N M A R K 
Danmarks Statistik 
Bibliotek og Information 
Eurostat Data Shop 
Sejrøgade 11 
DK­2100 København 0 
Tel. (45) 39 17 30 30 




Eurostat Data Shop Berlin 
Otto­Braun­Straße 70­72 
D­10178 Berlin 
Tel. (49-30) 23 24 64 27/28 





Eurostat Data Shop 
Paseo de la Castellana, 183 
Oficina 009 
Entrada por Estébanez 
Calderón 
E­28046 Madrid 
Tel. (34) 915 83 91 67 




INSEE Info Service 
Eurostat Data Shop 
195, rue de Bercy 
Tour Gamma A 
F­75582 Paris Cedex 12 
Tél. (33) 15317 8844 
Fax (33) 1 5 3 1 7 8 8 2 2 
E­Mail: datashop@insee.fr 
ITALIA — Roma 
ISTAT — Centro di Informazione 
Statistica — Sede di Roma 
Eurostat Data Shop 
Via Cesare Balbo, 11a 
1­00184 Roma 
Tel. (39­06) 46 73 31 02/06 
Fax (39­06) 46 73 31 01/07 
E­Mail: dipdiff@istat.it 
ITALIA — M i l a n o 
ISTAT — Ufficio Regionale 
per la Lombardia 
Eurostat Data Shop 
Via Fieno, 3 
1­20123 Milano 
Tel : (39­02) 80 61 32 460 
Fax : (39­02) 80 61 32 304 
E­Mail: Mileuro@tin.it 
LUXEMBOURG 
Eurostat Data Shop 
Luxembourg 
BP 453 L­2014 Luxembourg 
4, rue A. Weicker 
L­2721 Luxembourg 
Tel. (352) 43 35 22­51 





Eurostat Data Shop —Voorburg 
po box 4000 
2270 JM Voorburg 
The Netherlands 
Tel. (31­70) 337 49 00 
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